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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

No more than 20 years ago, people did not see owning a mobile phone or being
available around the clock as a necessity. Now being without your phone can leave
you feeling naked, as the mobile phone has almost become a physical extension
of its users. Mobile connectivity has become essential for many people. Features
like mobile voice, messaging, applications and video are becoming crucial part of
business and consumer user’s lives.

We have come a long way from 1G networks offering basic mobile voice and
messaging services to 4G networks, where we have all, what the Internet can offer
in our palms. The world is more connected than ever before. With the forthcoming
and rising popularity of technologies such as Internet of Things, Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication and digitalization of products and services a clear trend can
be seen that the world is moving towards providing ubiquitous connectivity anywhere
and anytime. Moving towards 5G we are on the verge of fully experiencing self-
driving cars, wearable devices, smart cities, augmented reality and virtual reality.
Evolution is happening from connecting people to connecting the world.

Global mobile traffic grew 63 % only in 2016 from the previous year, and pro-
jections are that it will increase seven-fold between 2016 and 2021. Respectively,
nearly half a billion mobile devices and connections were added globally in 2016 . In
2021 there will be 1.5 mobile devices per capita, a total of 11.6 billion exceeding the
projected world’s population at that time (7.8 billion). In figure 1 we can see the
significant rise in mobile traffic and especially the rise in popularity of 4G mobile
broadband, which will be accountable for three quarters of global mobile traffic in
2021.[1]

Figure 1: Mobile network data usage forecast and popularity of 4G. [1]
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It is clear that both, the mobile traffic and the number of mobile devices are
growing dramatically. Thus, the need for investing into the mobile network archi-
tecture to improve the capacity is imminent. At the same time, people are using
more data in the network and expecting prices to stay the same. In figure 2, we can
see that globally total mobile revenue growth is slowing down and Average Revenue
Per User (ARPU) has been decreasing for multiple years and the same trend will
likely to continue in the future [2]. For Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) this
means that meeting the network capacity demands must be achieved with much
lower costs. This has made MNOs to become more aware of their network’s Total
Cost of Ownership (TCO).

Figure 2: Mobile revenue growth and ARPU in 2008-2020. [3]

Radio Access Network (RAN) provides the connectivity between the users and
the core network and it is the MNO’s main asset for providing features such as high
data rates, Quality-of-Service (QoS) and network availability to its users. Currently,
80 % of the MNO’s Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) is spent on the RAN to meet
the rising demands of the growing number of users. Operating and maintaining the
RAN is also expensive as RAN’s Operating Expenses (OPEX) account for 60 % of
the TCO. For MNO’s, RAN is the most expensive part of the network, which is why
it is very attractive to find a solution to reduce its TCO.[4]

IT world has been using virtualization successfully for its benefits such as reduced
costs, flexibility and scalability in data centers. Leveraging cloud computing and
virtualization in the Radio Access Network could be the solution for MNOs to meet
the demand for much needed capacity with lower costs. Cloud-based Radio Access
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Network (Cloud RAN) utilizes cloud computing in the Radio Access Network by
moving and centralizing the baseband processing into the cloud. Cloud RAN can
be a promising solution for MNOs to reduce investments in base station equipment,
site rentals and power consumption. Therefore, effectively reducing TCO of their
network to become more profitable and competitive.

1.2 Research Problem

The main research problem of this thesis is: “What is the most economical Radio
Access Network architecture for the given use case and existing cellular network
deployment?”

The objective of the research is to create a cost model that can be used to
compare different existing and future RAN architectures in terms of costs in the
given use case scenario. This can give a better understanding of the feasibility of
the future RAN architectures in terms of costs.

1.3 Research Scope and Methods

The scope of this thesis is to perform cost evaluation of the different Radio Ac-
cess Network architectures (Distributed-RAN, Centralized-RAN, Cloud Distributed-
RAN and Cloud Centralized-RAN) to solve what is the most economical network
architecture deployment for the given use case scenario. The scope consists of wide
area network analysis and does not include local area solutions such as small cells.
Motivation for the thesis is to research the feasibility of the Cloud RAN architecture
as the future RAN architecture in terms of costs and get a better understanding of
Cloud RAN’s value proposition. Cost modeling of Cloud RAN is focused on ana-
lyzing the changes in the baseband processing in the architectures.

This thesis is based on qualitative analysis and the methods used in this thesis
consists of literature analysis, expert interviews and internal company document
analysis. Tools used in this thesis were Microsoft Excel for creating the Cloud RAN
TCO model and www.draw.io for creating figures.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2, Background, provides the introduction to mobile networks. Consisting
of the history and technologies in mobile networks and providing the background for
understanding the Cloud RAN technology. Chapter 3, Feasibility of Cloud RAN ex-
plains the motivation for researching the business benefits of Cloud RAN, challenges
in the current RAN, Cloud RAN’s business benefits and present the motivation for
Cloud RAN’s cost modeling. Chapter 4, Cloud RAN TCO Model explains the cre-
ated Cloud RAN cost model in more detail. Chapter 5, Analysis consists of analyzing
the results of using the Cloud RAN TCO model in the example case. Chapter 6,
Conclusions consists of discussion about the the results, possible exploitation of the
results and future work for researching the cost benefits of Cloud RAN.
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2 Background

2.1 Mobile Networks

Mobile networks revolutionized the way of communicating between people by en-
abling users on the move to connect with each other in large areas. Mobile networks
provide coverage to users by dividing areas into cells. Each cell in the network con-
sists of cell sites with base stations, which usually contain three antennas that are
pointed to different directions providing coverage in form of a cell thus creating a
cellular network.

Mobile network users are referred to as User Equipment (UE), which includes
mobile phones, tablets and data cards used by computers. UE consist of two com-
ponents, which are the User Service Identity Module or SIM-card and the Terminal
Equipment (TE). Base stations in 2G and 3G networks are connected to a central-
ized intelligent controller also known as Base Station Controller (BSC) or Radio
Network Controller (RNC) as seen in figure 3. In 4G, the RNC functionality was in-
tegrated into the LTE base stations that are also known as evolved NodeBs (eNBs).
RNCs and eNBs then provide the connectivity to the core network and from there
enabling users to communicate with each other through external networks. [5]

Figure 3: 3G UMTS network architecture.[5]

Mobile networks have evolved a lot in relatively short time as seen in figure 4.
First generation of mobile networks (1G) was developed in early 1980’s and it only
provided basic analog voice feature for its users. 1G network was the foundation
for the mobile networks. At that time each country had its own 1G system, which
limited the usage and prevented economies of scale. [6]
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The second generation networks (2G) (figure 4) were released in 1991 under the
name of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and they replaced the
1G systems in most countries. The first GSM call was made in 1991 in Finland
by Prime Minister Harri Holkeri in Radiolinja’s network [7]. 2G included digital
voice and simple data services for subscribers and it made mobile phones truly
global. During the 2G era, mobile phone prices went down and the mobile phone
penetration increased from 2 % to 76 % between the years 1993 and 2002. [6] It can
be said that 2G brought mobile phones for the masses.

The third generation (3G) using the Universal Mobile Telecommunication Sys-
tems (UMTS) standard was introduced in 1998. 3G was based on the 2G system
and shared the similar network architecture (figure 3). 3G introduced the Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), which uses larger bandwidth than was
available in 2G. Compared to previous generations, 3G improved the data rates and
spectral efficiency significantly. 3G brought mobile access to audio content, video
streaming and video calls with its higher data rates of 2 Mb/s. New 3G releases such
as High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Packet
Access (HSUPA) improved the 3G even further and some operators marketed it even
as 4G. 3G introduced the mobile broadband to users with its high data rates and
mobile access to wide variety of content over the Internet. 3G started the evolution
towards smart devices and Internet style mobile applications. [5]

Figure 4: Mobile network evolution from 1G to 4G. [8]

The current mobile network technology Long Term Evolution (LTE) or some-
times referred to as the fourth generation (4G) was finalized in 2008 and publicly
released in 2009. LTE released in 2009 did not actually full-fill the International Mo-
bile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-A) specifications for 4G and it is therefore
more accurately described as 3.9G. Later on LTE Advanced (LTE-A) was released,
which full-filled the 4G standards and could be therefore described as true 4G. [9]
Where the previous generations were still supporting circuit-switched networks 4G
was designed to support only packet switching with its all-IP network. One of the
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major changes in 4G compared to previous generations was the simplified and flat
RAN. The RAN in 4G only consists of eNBs and there is no centralized intelligent
controller such as the RNC in previous generations. The reason for distributing the
intelligence among the base stations was to reduce system vulnerability caused by
RNC failures, network complexity, connection set up time and the required handover
time. Motivations for 4G were to ensure the continuity of competitiveness of the
3G system for the future, offer higher data rates and quality of service to meet the
user demands, optimizing the packet switched system, reducing costs and network
complexity. [5]

2.2 LTE Network Architecture

LTE system (figure 5) was designed to be completely packet switched all-IP based
network, providing mobile IP connectivity between the UE and Packed Data Net-
work (PDN). LTE system architecture can be divided into two parts, which are
the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) and System
Architecture Evolution (SAE). The E-UTRAN evolved from 3G UMTS RAN and
it is the RAN technology of LTE providing the network access for UE in the net-
work. SAE supports the evolution of the packet core network, which is also known
as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). Together E-UTRAN and SAE form the Evolved
Packet System (EPS). EPS uses EPS bearers to route IP traffic between PDN gate-
way (PDN-GW) and UE. Bearer is defined as IP packet flow with predefined QoS
characteristics. E-UTRAN and EPC are both responsible for setting up and releas-
ing bearers depending on the application’s QoS requirements. LTE allows multiple
bearers to be established for users, which means that the user can have a voice call
using the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and browse the Internet at the same
time with Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).[5]

Figure 5: LTE system architecture.[5]
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LTE EPC is also known as the core network and its main function is to provide
necessary functionalities for the users and create their required bearers. EPC (figure
5) consists of three main entities, which are Mobility Management Entity (MME),
PDN-GW and Serving gateway (S-GW). Other entities in EPC are the Home Sub-
scriber Service (HSS) and Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF). MME pro-
vides the control functions and signaling for the EPC and it is only involved in the
C-plane. MME functions include mobility management, authentication, security,
roaming, bearer establishment and handovers. PDN-GW is the user connectivity
point for the user traffic and it is responsible for assigning IP addresses for the UE
and classifying user traffic into different QoS based bearers. S-GW acts as the main
gateway, where all the user traffic goes through, for the user traffic between the eNB
and PDN-GW. S-GW also performs other functions such as routing, forwarding and
gathering charging information. [10]

LTE E-UTRAN consists of interconnected eNBs, which are using the X2 in-
terface to communicate with each other and S1 interface to connect to the EPC.
LTE eNBs acts as a bridge between the UE and EPC, providing the necessary radio
protocols for UE to be able to send and receive data securely with the PDN-GW.
E-UTRAN radio protocols consist of User plane (U-plane) and Control plane (C-
plane). U-plane protocols are used to transfer the actual user data over the LTE
network, whereas the C-plane protocols are used to control and establish user con-
nections and bearers within the E-UTRAN. The main LTE radio protocols are:

– Radio Resource Control (RRC) performs handover functions such as han-
dover decisions and transferring UE from serving eNB to target eNB. RRC is
also responsible for controlling the periodicity of the Channel Quality Indicator
(CQI) and maintenance and set-up of radio bearers.[5]

– Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) is responsible for IP header
compression, which is important to reduce the overall overhead and thus im-
proving efficiency over the radio interface. PDCP also performs ciphering and
integrity protection functions.[5]

– Radio Link Control (RLC) handles segmentation and integration of PDCP
packets, retransmissions and guarantees in-sequence packet delivery to higher
layers. RLC also performs error corrections using the Automatic Repeat Re-
quest (ARQ) methods.[5]

– Medium Access Channel (MAC) is responsible for scheduling air interface
resources in downlink and uplink and satisfying user QoS over the air interface.
MAC also handles the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ).[5]

– Physical Layer (PHY) handles radio related issues such as modulation/demodulation,
coding/decoding and multi-antenna mapping.[5]
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The existing RAN architectures are based on proprietary baseband processing
hardware. These include the Distributed Radio Access Network (D-RAN) (figure 6),
which is the current architecture of choice and Centralized Radio Access Network
(C-RAN) (figure 7), which has been used mainly in highly populated events such as
concerts and recently by MNOs in Asia.

The base stations in the existing RAN architectures consist of proprietary Base-
band Units (BBUs) that are responsible for the baseband processing and Remote
Radio Heads (RRHs), which contain the base station’s radio functionalities. BBUs
and RRHs are interconnected with optical fiber using Common Public Radio Proto-
col (CPRI) and the base stations are connected to the core network with Ethernet
backhaul. [11]

Figure 6: D-RAN architecture.[11]

D-RAN (figure 6) offers a simple and flat architecture, where the base stations
can handle all the RAN functionalities and there are no other entities such as the
RNC in 3G between the base stations and the core network. Due to D-RAN Ethernet
backhaul’s relaxed latency and range limitations base stations can be deployed easily
even in rural areas with long distances. The problem with the current D-RAN
architecture is the costs. Building, upgrading and operating base stations in D-
RAN architecture is expensive due to network architecture’s distributed nature.
Challenges of the current D-RAN architecture are explained in more detail in chapter
3.1.
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Figure 7: C-RAN architecture.[11]

C-RAN (figure 7) evolves the D-RAN architecture further by physically sepa-
rating the BBUs from base stations and pooling the BBU functions to centralized
location such as “BBU hotel” or sometimes referred to as Point-of-Presence (PoP).
In BBU hotels the BBU pool can operate multiple RRHs [12]. C-RAN adds a new
element, the BBU hotel, in the overall RAN architecture, but simplifies the base
stations themselves so that they only consist of antennas and the RRH. Fronthaul
network between the RRH and BBU requires high speed and low latency optical link
[13]. These requirements introduce range limitations to base station and BBU hotel
deployment. C-RAN is best suited for densely populated areas, where the optical
fiber network is already in place and the best pooling gains can be achieved with
centralization. [13]

C-RAN architecture aims to solve the challenges that MNO’s are facing by in-
creasing bandwidth capacity economically. Centralization of BBUs reduces required
hardware, site acquisition costs, allows more efficient maintenance and increases
spectral efficiency. Thus, improving network performance and reducing RAN’s TCO
for MNOs.[14] Current C-RAN deployments are based on proprietary hardware,
which does not allow scalability, flexible and adaptive software deployment and
leaves the potential of cloud computing unused [13].
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2.3 5G

The fifth-generation networks (5G) will be the next evolution for mobile networks
towards truly connected world. 5G is aiming to provide ubiquitous connectivity for
any kind of device and application that can benefit from being connected. 5G net-
work is not based on single Radio Access Technology (RAT), but rather a collection
of different access and connectivity technologies used together to meet the demands
of future mobile networks.

Figure 8: Bandwidth and latency requirements for different use cases in mobile
networks.[15]

Standardization and specification of 5G is still in progress as IMT-2020 is being
currently worked on [16]. Most defining specifications for 5G are supporting 10-
100 times more connections, providing high data rates of over 1 Gb/s and sub-1ms
latency. Reaching these specifications will enable revolutionary new use scenarios
for mobile networks (figure 8) such as autonomous driving, augmented and virtual
reality and tactile internet.[15]

5G’s capabilities can be realized with three different use cases, which are the
evolutionary wide area 5G, revolutionary wide area 5G and revolutionary local area
5G. Evolutionary wide area 5G aims to enhance the current 4G in every way by
improving the quality with higher bandwidth, reliability and availability and lower
latency. Revolutionary wide area 5G aims to provide massive M2M communications
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that supports massive number of low cost devices with long battery lives sending
small volumes of data. Revolutionary local area 5G aims to create the foundation
for critical M2M communication applications such as traffic safety, control of crit-
ical infrastructure and wireless connectivity for industrial processes. This is made
possible by ultra-reliable, very high availability and ultra-low latency.[17]

5G will face massive increase in data traffic, which will challenge the current
network architecture and especially the RAN [15]. This exponential increase in data
traffic will occur as more devices will be able to access the Internet, devices become
more powerful, bandwidth hungry services will become more common and more
devices are integrated into everyday life by different industries.[13] One vision for
the 5G network architecture is End-to-End (E2E) cloud network, where Cloud RAN
will be essential part of the network to solve the challenges caused by exponential
increase in data traffic economically.

2.4 Cloud Based Radio Access Network

Mobile operators are facing a difficult situation meeting the demands of increasing
mobile traffic, limited spectrum availability and mass adaptation of mobile broad-
band, which are challenging the ways of building the traditional Radio Access Net-
work [18]. As LTE’s spectrum efficiency is approaching Shannon limit, the most
obvious way of increasing network capacity is either by adding more cells or im-
plementing techniques such as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) or Massive
MIMO. However, increasing cell densification has led to rising costs and use of
MIMO has resulted in increasing inter-cell interference and high costs.[14] [19] Thus
it is clear that new solution is needed to tackle the challenges of traditional RAN
with low costs.

According to China Mobile Research Institute [4] the future RAN solution should
have:

1. Lower costs,

2. High spectral and energy efficiency,

3. Open platform for supporting multiple standards and enable smooth evolution,

4. Platform for additional revenue generating services.

Cloud RAN sometimes referred to as C-RAN was first introduced by IBM under
the name of Wireless Network Cloud [IBM] and later on researched further by the
China Mobile Research Institute [4]. It is now on the sights of multiple companies
such as Nokia [20], Huawei [21], Intel [22], ZTE [23], Ericsson [18] and Texas In-
struments [24]. Cloud RAN is expected to be the solution to address the challenges
faced by the MNOs and full-fill the goals of the future RAN.

The innovation behind Cloud RAN is centralizing baseband processing of mul-
tiple base stations into virtualized baseband unit pools (BBU pools) to achieve
pooling gains for the baseband processing. Virtualized BBU pools can respond to
non-uniform traffic more efficiently by dynamically allocating resources on demand
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[25]. New BBUs can also be added, upgraded and removed easily, which improves
network scalability and maintenance. Cloud RAN architecture requires fewer BBUs
than the traditional RAN architecture, which means that lower energy consumption
and potential cost reductions in CAPEX and OPEX can be achieved. Virtualized
BBU pools can also be shared with operators, which makes it possible to offer Cloud
RAN as a service.[19] Cloud RAN’s co-operative radio provides higher spectral ef-
ficiency and since Cloud RAN is based on open platform, it opens the possibilities
for new revenue sources with technologies such as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).
It is a network architecture to provide low bit-cost, high spectral efficiency and low
energy consumption by utilizing cloud computing in the RAN.[4]

Cloud RAN technology is aiming to support the existing Radio Access Technolo-
gies from 2G to 4G and provide the foundation for the future 5G mobile networks
[4][18]. This thesis focuses on Cloud RAN deployment in the LTE network. Cloud
RAN will be usable in most typical RAN deployment scenarios such as macro and
pico cells as well as indoor coverage. Additionally, other RAN deployments can work
as complementary with Cloud RAN [4]. Competing technologies such as Small cells
and Massive MIMO can also benefit the Cloud RAN deployment [19]. For example,
Massive MIMO can potentially improve secrecy and energy efficiency of Cloud RAN
[26].

2.4.1 Base Station Evolution Towards Cloud

Base stations consist of different functions that can be divided into baseband pro-
cessing functionalities and radio functionalities. Figure 9 shows the different LTE
base station functions that exist between the BBU and RRH. Traditionally base
stations have been consisting of the baseband processing, but the Cloud RAN ar-
chitecture aims to centralize baseband processing to locations such as BBU hotels
and data centers. Centralized baseband processing allows dynamic resource alloca-
tion and better hardware utilization. RAN architectures and the base stations can
consist of the following parts:

– Remote Radio Head (RRH) is located at the cell site and it provides the
wireless signal coverage for the cell site area. RRH consist of antenna module,
transmitter and receiver functions, power amplifiers, digital to analog conver-
sion, analog to digital conversion and filtering (figure 9) [27]. RRHs connect
UE to the mobile network with high rata rate radio frequency (RF) signals
in the downlink and forward the baseband signal to the BBU for processing.
[19][28]

– BBUs and BBU Pool include functions from layer 1 to layer 3, which are
responsible for the baseband processing in the network (figure 9). BBU pool
consists of co-located and co-operating virtualized BBUs serving a cluster of
RRHs.[29] Depending on the used Cloud RAN architecture’s level of central-
ization and functional split (chapter 2.4.2), BBUs can be located at cell sites,
BBU hotels or data centers.
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– Fronthaul network provides the connectivity between the BBU and RRH
most commonly using optical fiber with Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI)
[30] or Open Base Station Architecture Initiative (OBSAI)[31] .[19].

– Midhaul network provides connectivity between the BBUs and BBU pools
using IP or MPLS interface. Midhaul network is required in Cloud RAN
architectures where the baseband processing is split.

Figure 9: Base station functionalities divided between the BBU and RRH.[32]

From 1G network deployments to future radio network solutions of Cloud RAN,
base stations have gone through three different architectures.[19]

Traditional base station, (figure 10a) used in 1G and 2G mobile networks,
consist of base station equipment cabinet and the cell tower with the antenna module
on top. Hardware equipment such as the power unit, baseband processing modules
and radio functionalities are located inside the equipment cabinet. The equipment
cabinet is in the close proximity of the cell tower and it is connected with coaxial
cable to the antenna.[19]

Distributed base station (figure 10b) was introduced in the deployment of
3G networks and currently most of the base stations operate on this architecture.
In this architecture, base station is separated into to BBU and RRH. This allows
the BBU to be placed in more suitable locations, which can provide cost savings
on rental and maintenance costs. RRHs are separate entities with their own power
and cooling systems, which allows them to be placed on rooftops and up on poles to
reduce costs for cooling and air-conditioning.[19] Separation of BBU and RRH was
the first step towards BBU hotelling and centralization.
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Figure 10: Base station architecture evolution. (a) Traditional base station in 1G
and 2G. (b) Distributed base station in 3G and 4G. (c) Cloud RAN base station.[15]
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Cloud base stations in Cloud RAN (figure 10c) take the next step in the
separation of BBU and RRH components by centralizing BBUs to form a virtualized
BBU pool. RRHs are co-located with the antennas at the cell sites and BBUs are
centralized to BBU hotels or data centers. Virtualized BBU pools allow utilizing
base stations more efficiently by allocating BBU resources on demand depending
on the traffic load.[28] Fronthaul network connects RRHs to the BBU pool and the
backhaul network connects the BBU pool to the mobile core network. Fronthaul
connection between RRH and BBU pool is done with high bandwidth, low latency
optical transport links to enable large data flows with low latencies between the
entities.[19]

2.4.2 Cloud RAN Functional Splits

Cloud RAN was initially envisioned to have fully centralized baseband processing,
where most of the base station’s functions would be executed at centralized location
and only the RF functionalities would be executed at the distributed cell sites. Fully
centralized baseband processing can offer the best multiplexing gains, but it comes
with strict bandwidth and latency requirements for the fronthaul network, which can
offset the benefits. Fully centralized baseband processing relies on optical fiber for
the fronthaul network to support high bandwidth and low latency requirements be-
tween the RRH and BBU. In fully centralized solution, transporting raw signal data
on the CPRI/OBSAI interface between the RRH and BBU causes a heavy burden
on the fronthaul in terms of required bandwidth and latency requirements. There-
fore limiting the distance between the RRH and BBU. This has led into exploration
of different functional splits for Cloud RAN. [33]

Figure 11: Different functional split options realized by the 3GPP. [34]

3GPP has studied the different possible functional splits consisting of options
1 to 8 for Cloud RAN, where the fully centralized solution is realized as option 8
(figure 11). Currently the most attractive functional splits are the options 2 and 3,
which divide the functionalities between Non-Real-Time (NRT) and Real-Time (RT)
functions. In the NRT-RT split, the NRT functions are executed at the centralized
location and RT functions executed at the distributed sites.[34] Functions on the
higher layers have more relaxed requirements for bandwidth and latency, which
makes them more suitable to be centralized. On the other the hand, the lower
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layer functions require high bandwidth and very low latency and are therefore more
attractive option to be deployed near the cell sites and RRH.[33]

Compromising functional splits such as the NRT-RT split have much more re-
laxed requirements compared to fully centralized solution, while still offering mul-
tiplexing gains.[33] It is also important to consider criteria such as backhaul and
hardware capabilities, traffic demand and energy efficiency, when choosing the most
optimal functional split for Cloud RAN [13]. Fully centralizing the baseband process-
ing still remains as the end goal in Cloud RAN for achieving the best multiplexing
gains.

2.4.3 Virtualization in Cloud RAN

Virtualization is one of the main concepts behind Cloud RAN together with cen-
tralizing the baseband processing. In Cloud RAN, virtualization is used to create
the virtualized BBU pools that are operated on multiple Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) servers.[29] Virtualization technology separates resources into virtual en-
tities from the underlying physical hardware. This enables the dynamic allocation
of resources such as memory, processing power and storage to be used by different
applications. In virtual environment applications and functions operate on top of
the Virtual Machines (VMs). VMs can share resources effectively to achieve better
utilization, scalability and efficiency. VMs are managed and created by hypervisor,
which is the virtualization layer on top of the hardware. [35] Adding or remov-
ing VMs depending on the traffic for example can improve the hardware utilization
even further. In Cloud RAN VMs are responsible for handling the different BBU
functionalities inside the virtualized BBU pool.

Network Function Virtualization

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a new network architecture concept that
allows decoupling the network functions from the network hardware. The purpose
of using NFV is to virtualize different network functions from proprietary hardware
to Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) on COTS hardware.[36] In Cloud RAN (fig-
ure 12), NFV is used to virtualize network functions from the proprietary baseband
hadware to virtualized BBU pools or often also called VNFs on the cloud servers.
[29]. VNFs usually consists of different VMs, which have their own dedicated func-
tions. VNFs are also independent of the underlying hardware and can therefore be
easily created, moved, copied and deleted [36].

NFV is based on COTS hardware and, therefore, there is no vendor lock-in. The
underlying hardware can be chosen from a variety of different traditional manufac-
turers. Use of hardware that supports open standards, platforms and services can
enable faster innovation and reduce life cycles through software updates rather than
hardware updates. Another benefit of having a virtualized server platform close to
the mobile edge is the ability to host services such as content caching, which the
end-users in mobile networks can experience as improved performance due to lower
latency and faster access to content.[37] Available un-used server capacity can also
be sold to parties that can benefit from computing on the mobile edge.
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Figure 12: Example of virtualization in the Radio Access Network.[29]

Software Defined Networking

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is another important concept in virtualization
of baseband resources in Cloud RAN. SDN decouples network control plane and
forwarding plane, which enables programmability of the network control function
and allows the underlying physical infrastructure to be abstracted from applications
and services.[38]

In SDN architecture, software based centralized SDN controller is responsible
for the network intelligence and maintains the overall view of the network. SDN
controller simplifies the network structure and operations by managing the network
from centralized location instead of having to deal with management of multiple
vendor specific devices and protocols separately.[38] Another key feature of SDN is
open interfaces between devices and controllers, which allows more flexibility for the
operator to manage the network. Where NFV replaces the proprietary hardware
with software running on top of COTS hardware, SDN replaces the standardized
networking protocols with centralized control [36].

SDN architecture in Cloud RAN provides the ability to enable fast deployment
of new software applications and dynamically adapt to the changing traffic patterns
in the network. OpenFlow developed by Open Networking Foundation is common
protocol used between network devices and controllers in SDN southbound inter-
face.[39]

NFV and SDN in Cloud RAN

Cloud RAN can be seen as an application of NFV and SDN, where NFV enables
the easy scalability and creation of new virtual BBU instances as needed and SDN
acts as the connection between the virtual BBU instances and the radios that need
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them. Application of both NFV and SDN makes it possible to run different radio
standards on the same BBU pool hardware platform and integrate their processing
resources into the whole BBU pool. NFV and SDN are not dependent on each other
and can be applied to the network separately, but they complement each other and
integrating both technologies can provide the scalability and flexibility required from
the future mobile networks.[38]

2.4.4 Cloud RAN Architectures

Two different Cloud RAN architectures featured in this thesis are Cloud Distributed-
RAN (Cloud D-RAN) and Cloud Centralized-RAN (Cloud C-RAN). Both of these
architectures are based on the NRT-RT functional split, where the RT functions
are operated on the proprietary hardware and NRT functions on the COTS cloud
servers. Therefore the BBUs in Cloud RAN can be thought of consisting of both,
the proprietary baseband hardware and COTS cloud servers.

Figure 13: Cloud D-RAN architecture.

In Cloud D-RAN (figure 13) the proprietary baseband hardware that is respon-
sible for the RT functions is located near the RRHs. Therefore, cell sites remain
similar to current D-RAN architecture. COTS cloud servers responsible for NRT
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function processing are centralized to data centers. Midhaul network in Cloud D-
RAN uses Ethernet links with IP/MPLS interface to connect the BBUs located at
cell sites and the virtualized BBU pools. Performing part of the baseband process-
ing at cell sites removes the need to use CPRI/OBSAI interface in large fronthaul
network that requires high bandwidth and low latency to connect RRHs and BBUs.
This means that there are much more relaxed requirements for connecting the cell
sites and data centers [33]. Even though part of the baseband processing is located
at cell sites, Cloud D-RAN benefits from centralization and virtualization [40].

Figure 14: Cloud C-RAN architecture.

In Cloud C-RAN (figure 14) cell sites are consisting only of RRH and the base-
band processing is moved to BBU hotels or data centers depending on the distance
between the RRH and BBU. The maximum feasible distance between the RRH
and BBU is dependent on the maximum allowed latency between the two, which
is determined by the hardware’s processing time and light’s speed [41]. For longer
distances BBU hotels are required to host the proprietary hardware that cannot be
centralized to data centers. Optical fiber is required in the Cloud C-RAN fronthaul
network to connect RRHs and BBUs. This means that only areas with existing fiber
access may be chosen for Cloud C-RAN deployment or investments are required to
construct the optical fiber network [13]. On the other hand, centralizing the pro-
prietary baseband hardware means that the hardware can be used more efficiently,
upgrading and managing the hardware is easier and less space is required at cell
sites than in the distributed architecture.
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2.4.5 Mobile Edge Computing with Cloud RAN

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) aims to position computing and storage resources
on the RAN edge to improve content and application delivery for 4G and 5G network
users. [42] MEC environment is characterized by very low latency, high bandwidth
and real-time access to radio network information, which can enable deployment
of new applications and services such as IoT, video analytics and connected cars.
Deploying distributed data centers capable of content caching and processing is key
for achieving low latency in the mobile networks, which is also one of the defining
characteristics of 5G.[43]

MNOs implementing MEC can create a new ecosystem and re-position them-
selves in the value chain by opening their networks for authorized third parties to
develop new applications and services for the network users.[43] For example, in
large events such as formula races MEC can be used to enhance the experience
by allowing users attending the event to gain additional real-time information and
video streaming directly to their mobile devices. Users can watch real-time video
streams on the cars they want to follow from different angles, see and hear the ex-
pressions of drivers when they are getting passed by and follow lap times and pit
stop times in real-time. These real-time applications have the potential to enhance
experiencing events to completely new level and add more value to the overall event
experience. [44] MEC’s features can also help to differentiate the MNO’s solutions
from Over-The-Top (OTT) players and offer competitive edge over them. MNOs
can launch their own OTT platforms with MEC to create new services with better
user experience and features than the OTT players can offer.[43]

Figure 15: MEC deployment in Cloud RAN architecture.[42]

Cloud RAN offers a great opportunity for MNO’s to implement MEC, which
might not be an obvious connection at first as Cloud RAN is aiming to centralize
baseband processing, while MEC requires distributed architecture to work efficiently.
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Nevertheless, there is synergy between them as Cloud RAN operates on COTS
servers. These servers can also be used to host MEC applications that are running
on the centralized edge instead of the core network. Additionally, it is also unlikely
that MNO would centralize all of their baseband processing to a single data center,
because in case of failure in the data center the whole network would go down.
Multiple data centers or other aggregation points are required to guarantee high
availability for the mobile network. Therefore Cloud RAN COTS servers would be
distributed in the network, which offers ideal opportunity to deploy MEC.

Cloud RAN can enable large scale outdoor MEC deployment (figure 15), which
is not only limited to large events. Including MEC applications into Cloud RAN
COTS servers that are located in multiple data centers around a city can offer
great opportunities for new applications and services. Real-time video analytics in
cities can be used for analyzing traffic, local businesses can begin using augmented
reality applications and content caching to offer better Quality-of-Experience for
their customers and active device location tracking can be used for mobile advertising
[43]. MEC can bring additional revenue sources for MNOs and Cloud RAN can make
it possible by providing the infrastructure with COTS servers on the mobile edge.

2.4.6 Advantages of Cloud RAN

Cost savings in CAPEX and OPEX: Centralizing and virtualizing the baseband
processing and moving site support equipment to BBU hotels and data centers
reduces the amount of equipment needed at the cell sites, thus reducing CAPEX. Use
of cloud computing and centralization also makes upgrading the network capacity
easier and cheaper. Hardware upgrades can be made by adding more servers to
centralized locations, instead of installing new hardware to every cell site separately.
Cell sites in centralized architecture have much simpler functionality and require less
power when the baseband processing is centralized, but the number of cell sites will
remain the same. RRHs can be attached to places like roof tops and poles, where
there is no need for cooling and they can operate with minimum site support and
management. Therefore the network construction speed is quicker and cost savings
can be achieved with reduced power consumption, less equipment and better resource
utilization. Centralization will also reduce site rental and operation and management
costs of the network.[4]

Capacity and spectral efficiency improvements: Base stations in Cloud
RAN’s BBU pool can work together and easily share signaling data, traffic data and
Channel State Information (CSI) of active UE’s in the network due to the nature
of centralized baseband processing. Cloud RAN also enables easy implementation
of joint processing and scheduling, which can help to mitigate inter-cell interference
and improve spectral efficiency. For example, Co-operative Multi-Point processing
technology (CoMP in LTE Advanced) can be implemented in Cloud-RAN infras-
tructure with ease.[4]

Adaptability to non-uniform traffic: Traditional base stations are dimen-
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sioned for peak capacity to be able to provide network coverage to users even if a
large event like a music festival is being held in the area. This means that a lot
of processing power is going to waste during the time when the base station is not
running at full capacity. With centralization and virtualization of baseband pro-
cessing in Cloud RAN, BBU pools can handle traffic from multiple cell sites and the
dimensioning can be done for the average capacity of all connected base stations. In
Cloud RAN the required baseband processing capacity in BBU pools is expected to
be much less than the sum of capacity requirements of individual base stations.[19]
This is due to pooling gain, as in BBU pools the peak capacity requirement does
not have to be taken account in every single base station and base stations can be
dimensioned for the average capacity. Thus, the resource utilization is much better
than in the current RAN architecture.

Energy efficient: In centralized architecture baseband processing hardware, air
conditioning and other site equipment are centralized and better utilized, thus power
consumption can be expected to decrease. Cloud RAN’s virtualized BBU pools also
enable better resource utilization during low traffic hours, when it is possible to scale
down the number of virtualized BBUs to reduce power consumption. Co-operative
radio technology decreases the distance between the UE and RRHs due to reduced
interference among RRHs and thus allowing higher cell density. Reduced distance
between UE and RRH means more energy efficient signal transmission, prolonged
UE battery life and overall decreased power consumption in the RAN.[4]

Smart Internet traffic offload and services on the edge: Centralization of
baseband functionalities provides a point for traffic offload and content management
to reduce the traffic on the operator’s core network that is caused by growing Internet
traffic from smartphones and other devices. Benefits of this are reduced back-haul
and core network traffic and costs, reduced latency for the users, which means better
Quality-of-Experience for the users.[45]

2.4.7 Challenges of Cloud RAN

RRH and BBU pool connection with optical fiber: In fully centralized Cloud
RAN architecture fronthaul must carry a significant amount of baseband sampling
data in real-time for several kilometers over an optical link between the RRH and
BBU pool. Centralized BBU pool should be able to support 10-1000 cell sites,
which is why such a huge amount of data is required to be carried in the fronthaul
network CPRI interface. Additionally, the fronthaul network must support strict
requirements for transport latency, latency jitter and it must be cost efficient.[4]
Building a large optical fiber fronthaul network to support Cloud RAN can be
expensive, which can make Cloud RAN unattractive option compared to other RAN
architectures in terms of costs.

Data compression techniques in the fiber and introduction of new transport nodes
for fronthaul transmission can be used to reduce the fiber consumption. Thus,
reducing the heavy burden of the fronthaul.[29] Moving towards more distributed
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functional split can also be considered as an option to reduce burden on the fronthaul
[33].

BBU pool interconnection and clustering: Centralized architecture ag-
gregates large number of BBUs to same physical location, which requires special
attention to guarantee network security and reliability. High system reliability is
important in centralized architecture to recover from unit failures and errors and
to allow flexible resource sharing between BBUs. This can be achieved with high
bandwidth, low latency, cost efficient switch network with flexible topology that
interconnects BBUs inside the BBU pool. Switch network allowing flexible routing
of digital baseband processing signals between any RRH and BBUs can prevent the
failure of the entire system in case of single BBU failure happens.[4]

Optimal cell clustering in BBU pools is required for achieving multiplexing gains
and preventing the BBU pool and transport network from overloading. The BBU
pool should consists of cells from different traffic areas such as office, residential
and commercial areas to optimize the number of active BBUs and RRHs in the
BBU pool.[19] Optimal cell placement in BBU pools should maximize the BBU
pool resource utilization, by combining cells so the total sum of the traffic does not
differ much at any time.

Advanced co-operation with transmission and reception: Current LTE
networks suffer from much more severe interference problems than 2G or 3G net-
works, due to large number of deployed small cells to achieve higher data rates.
Important aspects of Cloud RAN are also to improve spectral and energy efficiency
and reduce Inter Cell Interference (ICI), which can be done with collaborative radio
and joint signal processing techniques. CoMP Joint Transmission (JT) algorithms
are viable in Cloud RAN and can be used to improve the system performance in the
previously mentioned aspects.[29]

CoMP JT algorithms require end-user data, uplink and downlink information to
be shared between Cloud RAN base stations. Information such as end-user data
packages, UE channel information and cloud base station’s scheduling information
that might be shared can require real-time processing. This means that Cloud
RAN base station interfaces should be designed to support high bandwidth and low
latency to achieve the real-time processing requirements with low backhaul trans-
mission delay and overview.[4] Combining CoMP JT with cell clustering algorithm
will reduce complexity of scheduling, which means that well designed scheduler in
Cloud RAN can impact the spectral efficiency [19].

Base station virtualization: One of the biggest challenges of base station
virtualization is meeting the strict demands of mobile signal real-time processing
constraints in the virtual environment. Implementing dedicated hardware acceler-
ators can help achieving the requirements. Successful base station virtualization
is a lot harder in mobile networks than in standard IT data center setting due to
extremely strict requirements for real-time processing in wireless communication.
For example, Time-Division Duplexing Long Term Evolution (TDD-LTE) system
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requires that an ACK/NACK must be sent back to UE or base station under 3ms
after the frame is received. Standard IT data centers cannot meet such requirements
so the base station virtualization needs special optimization and design to meet the
requirements of the wireless mobile communication.[29]
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3 Feasibility of Cloud RAN
Mobile networks have evolved a lot in the last 10-15 years. Features such as mobile
gaming, live video streaming and mobile payments were limited or not even possible
some time ago, but now they are considered as core features in our mobile phones.
During 3G and 4G the mobile networks evolved a lot in terms of bandwidth and
latency and at the same time the capabilities of mobile phones have improved a
lot as well. Better mobile networks and the rising adoption rate of smart phones
has led into increasing adoption of advanced multimedia mobile applications, which
then has contributed to increased mobile data traffic [1].

Future of communications will be very different from what it is today. Forth-
coming of IoT, M2M communications and 5G will change the way we experience
communications and it will most likely mark the next evolution in the mobile com-
munications. These technologies will enable us to connect everything from our shoes
to cars, and even cities to the Internet. For this connected world to become reality,
the mobile networks and especially the RAN needs to be able to provide better
bandwidth, latency and connect the massive number of devices economically.

Figure 16: Number of mobile application downloads in Google’s Play store during
2010 and 2016.[46]

Mobile networks are also driving innovation and growth across industries. Mobile
applications have become part of our everyday lives as the number of downloaded
applications in Google’s Play store has increased from 1 billion to 65 billion during
2010 and 2016 (figure 16) [46]. OTT applications such as the messaging application
WhatsApp has reached massive popularity among users with its 3,6 billion users at
the end of 2016. OTT applications have been cannibalizing on MNO’s core services,
which has led MNOs into increasing the collaboration with technology start-ups to
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develop more open models of innovation. According to GSMA, MNOs tripled their
investments into technology start-up companies between 2014 and 2015 [3].

Digital platforms are driving businesses to reinvent their business models to pro-
vide new and innovative digital products and services. Broad range of customer
focused sectors are innovating how business is done through digital platforms and
looking forward to adding intelligence into their products. Industrial companies are
also moving towards digital platforms with cloud computing by putting automation,
real-time and big data analytics into cloud environments. These applications com-
bined with new scalable connectivity technologies such as Low Power Wide Area
(LPWA) solution will be essential for unlocking the potential of Industrial Internet
of Things.[3]

RAN is essential for providing wireless Internet connectivity for devices and
sensors in the network, enabling new applications and services in different industries
and bringing new business opportunities with technologies such as IoT and MEC.
Cloud RAN is ranked among the top five technology disruptors and it is often
brought up as the solution for the rapidly increasing traffic volumes and number of
connections [12]. Cloud RAN’s cloud-based architecture enables radio networks to be
opened up for new services and applications through open Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) and access channels. This allows open innovation and collaboration
with different businesses on the mobile edge, which will help MNOs to capture more
value, differentiate and achieve a competitive edge over their competition. Cloud
RAN can be the solution for MNOs to meet the demands of increasing number of
connected devices economically, providing new business opportunities through IoT
and MEC and accelerating innovation and growth across industries by providing
open platforms on the mobile edge.

This chapter evaluates Cloud RAN’s feasibility by explaining the challenges of
today’s RAN architecture, presenting the possible business benefits of Cloud RAN
and featuring the motivation behind the cost modeling of Cloud RAN.

3.1 Challenges of today’s RAN

Challenges of today’s RAN architecture are mostly related to growth and expansion
of the network due to increasing number of connected devices and mobile network
traffic. Existing wireless network infrastructures were made for handling voice traffic
and the change to data oriented traffic has overwhelmed the networks especially in
densely populated areas.[45]

High costs: MNOs must significantly increase their mobile network capacity
in order to satisfy the growing mobile data traffic demands of the users. Building
and operating a dense network infrastructure is expensive with the current RAN
architecture [47]. At the same time, the MNOs are experiencing high saturation
levels, rapid technology changes and declining ARPUs in their highly competitive
marketplace [3]. This presents a difficult challenge to provide the required network
capacity, while still maintaining reasonable profitability. The current RAN archi-
tecture will become challenging to keep competitive in the future if the traffic is
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expected to grow rapidly. On top of that the current RAN is not prepared for 5G
deployment [4]. Future RAN must be able to satisfy the demands of growing data
traffic with lower costs and be ready for 5G.

High energy consumption: One of the easiest ways to increase network capac-
ity to meet the traffic demands of growing network for MNOs have been increasing
the number of base stations. For example, China Mobile doubled the number of
its base stations in 5-year period to provide better network capacity and coverage.
However, doubling the number of base stations also doubles their energy consump-
tion and carbon dioxide emissions in the network. MNOs must plan for more energy
efficient network architectures to reduce the energy consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions.[4]

Base station over-dimensioning: The nature of wireless networks allows sub-
scribers to move freely in the network, which creates changing traffic loads on certain
areas. For example, during business hours central office areas experience significant
growth in traffic, when large numbers of subscribers move from home to work and
when the subscribers commute back to home the traffic moves with them to the
residential areas. This creates poor base station utilization rate as the base stations
have to be dimensioned for the peak hours and are therefore often over-dimensioned
for the capacity that is needed most of the time. Outside the busy hour period,
resources are not utilized in the best possible way in the current RAN architecture.
Sharing base station resources between different areas is a good way to utilize these
resources more efficiently and reduce the required base station over-dimensioning.[45]

Closed solutions: Current RAN is based on proprietary hardware and soft-
ware, which makes the network difficult to program, lacks the agility to dynamically
meet the requirements of new applications and building a cost effective multi-vendor
infrastructure is difficult due to interoperability issues. Proprietary hardware and
software also limits open innovation for new services and applications due to closed
access points and platforms.[47]

Spectrum availability and Interference: Acquiring new available spectrums
for the radio network is difficult due to their scarcity and regulatory limits. LTE
is designed with the frequency reuse factor of one to improve spectral efficiency in
the network, which differs from previous generations that had the frequency reuse
factor more than one. Since the cells in LTE operate on the same frequency band
there is no avoiding the inter-cell interference between the neighbor cells, which leads
into reduced throughput performance. In LTE it is also common to have coverage
overlapping with neighboring cells, which makes reducing co-channel interference
important especially in large scale networks. Interference coordination technologies
such as Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) and CoMP have been developed
to solve these problems, but the benefits gained from them are limited in the current
distributed RAN architecture. On the other hand, centralized Cloud RAN archi-
tecture can implement these technologies more successfully and reduce the inter-cell
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interference, increase the networks throughput performance and achieve better spec-
tral efficiency.[4]

3.2 Cloud RAN’s business benefits

Cloud RAN aims to tackle the challenges of the current distributed RAN architecture
and its business benefits can be recognized on the following areas.

Cost effective: One of the corner stones of Cloud RAN is the ability to scale
resources efficiently to meet the traffic and service growth demand, which removes
the need for over-dimensioning cell sites and the network for the peak traffic demand
[20]. New mobile applications based on augmented or virtual reality such as Poké-
mon GO can cause an unexpectedly heavy burden on the RAN due to application’s
heavy signaling and uneven traffic demand. Cloud RAN provides high scalability
and dynamic resource management in the network for heavy signaling increase and
uneven traffic demand.[48]

Cloud RAN’s more effective scaling for traffic growth and large-scale pooling
gains can bring savings to both CAPEX and OPEX. [20] Improving economics of
RAN operation is among the most important drivers for MNOs together with system
efficiency, ability to improve scalability and resource utilization [42]. Cloud RAN
aims to meet the demands of rapidly increasing mobile data traffic with low costs.

Efficiency: Combining the use of licensed and unlicensed spectrums in Cloud
RAN makes it possible for MNOs to maximize the use of their radio technology
assets through multi-connectivity technologies such as inter-site carrier aggregation,
LTE Dual Connectivity, LTE and Wi-Fi link aggregation (LWA), Licensed Assisted
Access (LAA) and the upcoming 5G-LTE Wi-Fi from the cloud. Cloud RAN can
also enhance peak data rates and improve spectral efficiency by delivering and co-
ordinating key features from the cloud.[20]

Centralizing and virtualizing the baseband processing in Cloud RAN improves
the utilization of baseband processing hardware with more effective use of resources.
Therefore, Cloud RAN also has the potential to reduce the energy consumption in
RAN and provide an eco-friendlier infrastructure.

Open Innovation: Cloud RAN’s cloud-based architecture is flexible and scal-
able and it has the agility to meet the demands of new applications and services.
The use of COTS cloud servers offers the ability to build cost effective multi-vendor
solutions with better compatibility. Cloud RAN supports open innovation on the
mobile edge with easy MEC deployment on the same cloud servers.

Open APIs and access channels can be used to develop new business opportu-
nities, applications, services and plug-ins that can be smoothly implemented into
RAN [20]. MEC enables content caching and extremely low latency capability for
services and applications that can provide better end-user experience than the OTT
players [49]. Ability to provide applications and services on the mobile edge and the
support for massive IoT has the potential to pique interest of many different busi-
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nesses from consumer and industrial sectors. Collaborating with these businesses
can help MNOs to excel their influence in their business ecosystem, differentiate
from the competition and allow them to capture more value.

5G and IoT readiness: 5G is estimated to be worth 220 billion euros for the
MNOs, and respectively the Internet of Things is estimated to be 484-billion-euro
business opportunity [49] [50]. Cloud RAN will bring the foundation for 5G with
improved spectral efficiency, peak data rates and lower latency. Existing LTE-A,
transport and cloud infrastructure can be re-used for fast deployment of new 5G
access. Cloud RAN’s multi-connectivity layer can be used to host 5G, LTE and
Wi-Fi Cloud based multi-layer access network to save costs on individual RAN
deployments. Multi-layer access network in 5G will enable new Internet of Things
services that requires high reliability and low latency.[20] Cloud RAN’s ability to
support rapidly increasing number of devices and improved features such as lower
latency will be essential for unlocking the true potential of IoT.

3.3 Cost modeling of Cloud RAN

Motivation for cost modeling of Cloud RAN is to analyze the business benefits
on the cost effectiveness and efficiency of Cloud RAN, presented in the previous
section. The goal is to recognize the cost positions of the different RAN architectures
depending on the given use case scenario. Analyzing the TCO of the existing D-
RAN and C-RAN architectures with the future’s Cloud D-RAN and Cloud C-RAN
architectures is essential in terms of Cloud RAN’s feasibility. Cloud RAN is expected
to provide better scalability for the growing mobile traffic and reduce costs in the
RAN. If Cloud RAN cannot reduce the RAN’s TCO, MNOs might be reluctant to
invest into it.

Cost modeling of Cloud RAN deployment and its potential cost benefits have
been covered slightly in the recently published literature. “Cost modeling for
SDN/NFV based 5G Networks” [51] presents a cost model comparing the network
costs of traditional RAN architecture and SDN/NFV based Cloud RAN architecture
in 5G. “Analysis of CAPEX and OPEX benefits of wireless access virtualization”
[52] analyzes the cost benefits of virtualized RAN to the traditional RAN. Both
of these models use macro level approach for the modeling that does not consider
the network traffic or the used the hardware, which has significant impact on the
benefits of Cloud RAN deployment and the TCO. Thus, these results can give a
general idea about the possible benefits as the analysis is done only on the macro
level.

Cost modeling of Cloud RAN in this thesis aims to provide more detailed view
on the cost positions of the different architectures in the given scenario. The model’s
network dimensioning is based on real baseband processing hardware specifications
and existing and upcoming RAN solutions to give a more realistic view on the
feasibility of Cloud RAN in terms of costs. Cost modeling of Cloud RAN is explained
in more detail in the chapter 4, chapter 5 consists of the analysis of modeling an
example case and chapter 6 consists of conclusions from the results.
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4 Cloud RAN TCO Model
Cloud RAN TCO model evaluates the cost position of D-RAN, C-RAN, Cloud
D-RAN and Cloud C-RAN architectures to solve the most economical RAN deploy-
ment option for the given subscriber traffic and network configuration. The model
is based on network dimensioning, mathematical modeling and cost calculations.
Network dimensioning is used to calculate the number of base station equipment,
sites and other network elements as well as their configuration. Mathematical mod-
eling is used to estimate required site visits for baseband capacity upgrades and
required space for the network equipment to calculate site rental costs. The cost
calculations part calculates the CAPEX and OPEX from the results of the network
dimensioning.

The following assumptions are made in the model:

– Functional split used in the modeling of Cloud RAN is the NRT-RT split.

– D-RAN architecture is assumed to be the current architecture that most of
the MNOs are using in their Radio Access Network.

– In large networks, it might not be possible to completely centralize the network
in C-RAN and in Cloud C-RAN deployments, because some cell sites might be
located too far to be centralized. Therefore in the model, C-RAN and Cloud
C-RAN networks have been assumed to be consisting of D-RAN or Cloud
D-RAN as well.

– CAPEX calculations do not include RF hardware as it has been assumed to
remain the same in all the architectures.

– The model does not include the construction cost of new cell sites or the costs
for building or renting a fiber network.

– In practice cell sites can have different cell configurations, but in the model all
cells are remapped into equivalent identical cells thus creating a homogeneous
area.

The model follows the flow chart in figure 17 and it can be divided into three
parts, which are the model input data, network dimensioning and the cost calcu-
lations. First part of the model is the model input data, which consist of required
user input data and secondary data for the network dimensioning and cost calcu-
lations. This includes the cell site data, network configuration data, hardware and
software data (HW & SW data) and financial data. Second part of the model is
the network dimensioning, which consists of baseband module (BBM) dimension-
ing and cloud server dimensioning to calculate the required network hardware and
software licenses. The third part is the cost calculations, where the CAPEX and
OPEX are calculated for the architectures. Output of the model is TCO analysis of
the evaluated RAN architectures for the given time period of 1-5 years.
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Figure 17: Cloud RAN TCO model structure.

This chapter will describe the created Cloud RAN TCO model, by explaining
first the different input data sets and then proceeding to explain the network dimen-
sioning and the cost calculations for calculating the TCO figures for the evaluated
architectures.

4.1 Model input data

Four different data sets are required as inputs for the Cloud RAN TCO model
calculations. The data sets are cell site data, network configuration data, HW &
SW data and financial data.
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4.1.1 Cell site data

This model uses some input data from the cell site configuration and traffic. The
data is collected from the user (MNO) and entered as an input to the model. Cell
site data (table 1) specifies parameters such as the cell site cell configuration, data
throughput and C-plane traffic at cell sites.

Table 1: Cell site data

Name Input parameters Info
Cell configuration Number of

– 5/10 MHz 2x2 MIMO

– 5/10 MHz 4x4 MIMO

– 15/20 MHz 2x2 MIMO

– 15/20 MHz 4x4 MIMO

cells located at the cell site.

Used to calculate total
cells in the network and
peak downlink and up-
link throughput per site.
Required for all the cell
limitation and cell connec-
tivity calculations in the
network dimensioning.

Data throughput

– Average busy hour through-
put per site

– Busy hour share of the traf-
fic per day on site

– Share of downlink and up-
link traffic throughput

Used to calculate data
throughput volumes for
Cloud RAN and daily data
volume per site. Provides
the data for throughput
requirement calculations in
the cloud server dimension-
ing.

C-plane traffic

– Maximum Connected User
Equipment (CUE) per site

– Average CUE per site

– C-plane load per CUE

CUE per site indicates the
number of connected de-
vices per site. C-plane load
per CUE states the sig-
nalling frequency of these
devices. CUE per site is also
used to calculate the num-
ber of RRC connected users
in the network. These pa-
rameters are used for the
network dimensioning re-
quirement calculations.
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4.1.2 Network configuration data

Network configuration data (table 2) specifies the overall network structure for the
different architectures. Network configuration data quantifies the overall need for
the networking hardware and software licenses by the different RAN architectures.
This data is collected from the user (MNO) and entered as user input to the model.

Table 2: Network configuration data

Name Input parameters Info
Network configuration

– Total number of cell
sites

– Number of D-RAN
and C-RAN type con-
figured sites in cen-
tralized architectures

Key parameters in the net-
work dimensioning for cal-
culating the overall network
hardware and software li-
censes required by the dif-
ferent architectures.

Centralization

– Number of BBU ho-
tels and data centers

– Number of cell sites
served by each BBU
hotel or data center

Required for dimensioning
the needed network hard-
ware in centralized architec-
tures.
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4.1.3 HW and SW data

HW and SW data (table 3) consist of secondary data about the used network hard-
ware and software, specifications, performance, capabilities and capacity limits.

Table 3: HW and SW data

Name Input parameters Info
BBM data

– Cell connectivity and C-
plane capacity limits for the
BBMs

– BBM maximum and min-
imum configurations per
cabinet

– BBM unit energy consump-
tion.

Used for BBM dimensioning
and calculating energy con-
sumption in the network

Cloud server data

– Number of CPUs per server

– CPUs required by the dif-
ferent VMs

– VM and VNF capacity lim-
its for dimensioning require-
ments

– Estimated pooling gains for
Cloud RAN

Used for the VM, VNF and
cloud server dimensioning .

Software licenses

– Active RF, baseband and
Cloud software licenses

Used for calculating the
costs for the required net-
work software licenses.
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4.1.4 Financial data

Financial data (table 4) includes prices for the used hardware and software licenses
to calculate the CAPEX, costs for operating the network to calculate the OPEX.
Data is based on secondary internal and external data.

Table 4: Financial data
Name Input parameters Info
CAPEX items

– Network hardware and soft-
ware license prices

Required to calculate the
network CAPEX.

OPEX items

– Price of energy

– Rental costs for cell sites,
BBU hotels and data cen-
ters

– Cell site visit costs for hard-
ware upgrades and installa-
tions

– Network OAM costs per cell
site

Combined with network
configuration and network
dimensioning bill of mate-
rial to calculate the network
OPEX.

4.2 Network dimensioning

The evaluated network architectures can be divided into two categories, which are
the existing bare-metal based architectures D-RAN and C-RAN and the future
Cloud RAN based architectures Cloud D-RAN and Cloud C-RAN. Network dimen-
sioning for the bare-metal architectures consists only of the BBM dimensioning, as it
is completely based on the proprietary hardware. Network dimensioning for Cloud
RAN architectures requires BBM dimensioning and the cloud server dimensioning
as both proprietary and COTS hardware is used. The required RF, baseband and
cloud software licenses are calculated using the subscriber traffic and network con-
figuration data.

Output of the network dimensioning is bill of material for each year consisting of
all the required baseband processing hardware and software licenses in bare-metal
and Cloud RAN architectures.
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4.2.1 Baseband module dimensioning

First part of the network dimensioning is calculating the required BBM hardware
in the different architectures. In the distributed architectures, the BBM hardware
is located at cell sites and thus the dimensioning is done on a per cell site basis. In
the centralized architectures, the hardware is located at Points-of-Presences (PoPs),
which includes BBU hotels and data centers, and the dimensioning is done for these
PoPs instead of cell sites. BBM hardware is assumed to be consisting of three
different units, which are the capacity plug-in unit (CAP), the common plug-in unit
(COM) and the cabinet unit (CBN). The BBM units are described in more detail
in the table 5.

Table 5: BBM unit function description
BBM unit Function
Capacity unit Provides the baseband processing capacity.

CAP consists of two cell sets that can be
used individually for the baseband process-
ing. The number of cells a single CAP unit
can support is dependant on the cell’s band-
width and MIMO setting. Higher bandwidth
and MIMO require more processing power,
thus more CAP units will be required. In C-
RAN architecture, the CAP units have less
available processing capacity for cells due to
C-RAN requiring more processing power to
turn interference from neighbor cells into use-
ful traffic.

Common unit Responsible for processing the C-plane traffic
and linking multiple BBMs together. COM
includes transport and centralized control
functions for the supported radio access tech-
nologies as well as antenna data routing.

Cabinet unit Cabinet for hosting the CAP and COM
units. CBN connects the underlying CAP
and COM units to each other and provides
backplane for the internal communication, as
well as air conditioning for the underlying
units.

BBM dimensioning follows the chart in figure 18 and it is done for the CAP,
COM and CBN units separately. BBM dimensioning uses data from the HW &
SW, cell site and network configuration data sets for the calculations. HW & SW
data provides the data about BBM hardware capacity for cell connectivity and the
C-plane traffic, cell site data provides the cell site’s cell configuration and C-plane
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traffic and network configuration data provides the information about the network
structure (number of cell sites, BBU hotels, etc.) to do the dimensioning for the
whole network.

BBM dimensioning considers the cell configuration and the C-plane traffic on
sites in the calculations, which form the two dimensioning requirements for the BBM
units that are explained in tables 6 and 7. Additional limitations exist from the RF
ports, but they are not considered in the model. For Cloud RAN, the C-plane traffic
requirement can be ignored in the BBM dimensioning, because the C-plane traffic
is mostly handled by the cloud servers and it is therefore not a limiting factor in the
Cloud RAN BBM dimensioning. Also, due to pooling gains in the cloud, average
traffic per cell site can be used in the calculations instead of peak traffic per cell
site.

Figure 18: Baseband system model dimensioning flow chart.
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Table 6: Cell connectivity requirement per cell site or PoP
BBM unit Cell connectivity requirement
Capacity unit Cells have different processing requirement

depending on the used bandwidth and
MIMO. Higher bandwidth and MIMO re-
quire more resources from the CAP unit and
the number of CAP units per site must sat-
isfy the total processing requirement by the
cells.

Common unit CAP units are mainly responsible for cell
connectivity requirement, but at least one
COM unit is required per cabinet.

Cabinet unit CBN unit is responsible for hosting the other
two units. The number of required CBN
units is limited by the maximum capacity for
hosting the CAP and COM units.

Table 7: C-plane traffic requirement per cell site or PoP
BBM unit C-plane traffic requirement
Capacity unit CUE per cell and C-plane load per CUE de-

termine the C-plane traffic on sites. CAP
units have certain capacity for handling the
C-plane traffic and the number of CAP units
must satisfy the total C-plane traffic process-
ing requirement.

Common unit COM units have two configurations, which
are the single and double deployment. The
configuration is chosen on depending on the
C-plane traffic.

Cabinet unit The number of required CBN cabinets is de-
pendent on how many cells can be supported
per cabinet (determined by how many cells
one CAP unit can support) and how many
COM units are required to meet the C-plane
traffic demand.

Cell connectivity and C-plane traffic requirements are calculated for all three
BBM units (CAP, COM, CBN). Depending on which BBM unit is being dimen-
sioned, each requirement outputs a number of either CAP, COM or CBN BBM
units required per cell site or PoP. After that, the maximum number of units chosen
out of the cell connectivity and C-plane traffic requirements, so that both conditions
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are met. Total number of BBM units required in the network is then the number
of BBM units required per cells site or PoP multiplied by the total number of cell
sites or PoPs in the network.

Output of the BBM dimensioning is bill of material for each year consisting of
all the required BBM hardware and software licenses in bare-metal and Cloud RAN
architectures.

4.2.2 Cloud server dimensioning

In Cloud RAN architectures, part of the baseband processing is virtualized to VNFs
(virtualized BBU pools) operating on top of COTS cloud servers. Purpose of the
cloud server dimensioning is to calculate the number of cloud servers required by
the VNFs for the virtualized baseband processing.

Cloud RAN VNFs can consists of different VMs that handle the different parts of
the virtualized baseband processing. In this model it is assumed that the following
VMs are deployed to handle the NRT baseband function processing in the cloud.
The deployed VMs are User VM (UE VM), Cell VM, Central eNB VM (CVM) and
Operation and Management VM (OAM VM). Functions of these VMs are described
in table 8. VNF requires at least one of these VMs to be operational, and to
guarantee high availability redundant CVMs and OAM VMs might be deployed as
back-ups on the VNF in case of failure. VMs require cloud server’s processor cores
as resources for their processes, which is why it is required to calculate the total
number of VMs needed in the network to solve the number of required cloud servers
for Cloud RAN.

Table 8: Cloud RAN base station VM description
VM Function
Cell VM Cell VM is responsible for running the cell

related functions in the VNF.
UE VM User VM is responsible for running the user

related functions in the VNF.
CVM Central eNB VM runs the centralized func-

tions and the eNB in the VNF.
OAM VM Operations, Administration and Manage-

ment VM handles the OAM applications of
the VNF.

Cloud server dimensioning follows the flow chart in figure 19. Dimensioning
begins by calculating the required network data from cell site and network config-
uration data. HW & SW data defines the VM and VNF capacity limits and VM
processor core requirements as well as the number of available server processor cores.

First part of the cloud server dimensioning is calculating the required VMs in
the network, which is done in the Cell VM and UE VM dimensioning. The number
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of required OAM VMs and Central VMs is assumed to be equal to the number of
VNFs so they do not require any dimensioning processes.

After the total number of VMs in the network is known, the number of VNFs can
be calculated in the VNF dimensioning. Finally, the total number of cloud servers
required in the network can be calculated by using the outputs from Cell VM, UE
VM and VNF dimensioning. Cell VM, UE VM, VNF and server dimensioning are
explained in more detail in the sections 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and 4.2.6.

Figure 19: Cloud server dimensioning flow chart.
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4.2.3 Cell VM dimensioning

Cell VM dimensioning follows the flow chart in figure 20. Cell VMs are responsible
for cell related functions, therefore the Cell VM dimensioning is done based on the
total number of cells, number of simultaneous RRC connected users and C-plane
traffic in the network. HW & SW data defines the Cell VM’s capacity limits for
each of these parameters, which then form the Cell VM dimensioning requirements
(table 9).

Figure 20: Cell VM dimensioning flow chart.
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Each requirement in the Cell VM dimensioning outputs a number of Cell VMs
required for full-filling that requirement. The maximum number of Cell VMs is
chosen out of these requirements, thus the total number of Cell VMs in the network
supports all the dimensioning requirements. The output of the dimensioning is the
total number of Cell VMs required in the network.

Table 9: Cell VM dimensioning requirements

Requirement
Cell connectivity Number of Cell VMs needed to support the

total number of cells in the network.
Simultaneous RRC connected UEs Number of Cell VMs needed to support the

total number of RRC connected UEs in the
network.

C-plane traffic Number of Cell VMs required to support to-
tal C-plane traffic in the network.

4.2.4 UE VM dimensioning

UE VM dimensioning follows the flow chart in figure 21. UE VMs are responsible for
user related functions, therefore the UE VM dimensioning is done based on the total
uplink and downlink throughput traffic, simultaneous RRC connected users and C-
plane traffic in the network. HW & SW data defines the UE VM’s capacity limits for
each of these parameters, which then form the UE VM dimensioning requirements
(table 10).
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Figure 21: UE VM dimensioning flow chart.
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Each UE VM dimensioning requirement outputs a number of UE VMs that are
required for full-filling the requirement. The maximum number of UE VMs is chosen
out of these requirements, thus the total number of UE VMs in the network supports
all the dimensioning requirements. The final output of the UE VM dimensioning is
the total number of UE VMs required in the network.

Table 10: UE VM dimensioning requirements
Requirement
Throughput Number of UE VMs needed to support the

total downlink and uplink throughput from
cell sites in the network.

RRC connected UEs Number of UE VMs needed to support the
total number of RRC connected UEs in the
network.

C-plane traffic Number of UE VMs required to support total
C-plane traffic in the network.

4.2.5 VNF dimensioning

VNF dimensioning follows the flow chart in figure 22. VNFs are entities consisting of
different VMs, but they also have a limitations for the cell connectivity and C-plane
traffic. Therefore, the number of VNFs required in the network depends on total
number of cells, C-plane traffic, Cell VMs and UE VMs in the network. HW & SW
data defines the VNF’s capacity for each of these parameters, which then form the
VNF dimensioning requirements (table 8).

Table 11: VNF dimensioning requirements
Requirement
Cell connectivity Number of VNFs needed to support the total

number of cells in the network.
C-plane traffic Number of VNFs required to support the to-

tal C-plane traffic in the network.
Cell VM support Number of VNFs required to support the to-

tal number of needed Cell VMs in the net-
work.

UE VM support Number of VNFs needed to support the total
number of needed UE VMs in the network.

Each VNF dimensioning requirement outputs a number of VNFs required for
full-filling that requirement. The maximum number of VNFs is then chosen out of
these requirements, thus supporting all dimensioning requirements for the network.
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Figure 22: VNF dimensioning flow chart.

4.2.6 Server dimensioning

Server dimensioning is the final part in Cloud server dimensioning and it solves the
total number of cloud servers required in the network. First part of the server dimen-
sioning is allocating the required Cell VMs and UE VMs to VNFs to approximate
the VM configuration per VNF.

Number of Cell VMs per VNF (VNFCellVM) can be estimated by:

V NFCellV M =
NCellV M

V NFtotal

(1)

Where NCellVM is total number of Cell VMs in the network and VNFtotal is the
total number of VNFs required in the network.
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Number of UE VMs per VNF (VNFUEVM) can be estimated by:

V NFUEVM =
NUEVM

V NFtotal

(2)

Where NUEVM is total number of UE VMs in the network and VNFtotal is the
total number of VNFs required in the network.

After the Cell and UE VM configuration per VNF is solved, the number of cloud
servers required per VNF (SVNF) can be estimated with:

SV NF =
V NFCellV M × CCellV M + V NFUEVM × CUEVM + CCVM + COAMVM

Cserver

(3)

Where VNFCellVM and VNFUEVM are the total number of VMs per VNF. CCellVM,
CUEVM, CCVM and COAMVM are the number of CPUs required by the different VMs
and Cserver is the number of available CPUs per server.

Finally the total number of cloud servers (Nservers) required in the network is
then calculated with:

Nservers = SV NF × V NFtotal (4)

Where SVNF is number of cloud servers per VNF and VNFtotal is the total number
of VNFs in the network.

After the number of cloud servers required in the network is solved, all the other
required hardware elements such as switches, controllers and server racks can also
be calculated into the bill of material.
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4.3 Cost calculations

Cost calculations part of the Cloud RAN TCO model calculates the CAPEX, OPEX
and TCO for all four architectures follwing the flow chart in figure 23. The calcu-
lations are based on each year’s bill of material, network configuration data and
financial data. The CAPEX and OPEX calculations consist of the the costs re-
quired for setting up and operating RAN. The final output of the Cloud RAN cost
modeling is TCOs for the evaluated architectures for the given subscriber traffic and
network configuration scenario during the specified time period of 1-5 years.

Figure 23: Cost modeling flow chart.

4.3.1 CAPEX calculations

CAPEX in this model includes investments into BBM hardware, cloud server hard-
ware and software licenses. Calculating CAPEX is done by using the bill of material,
which contains all the required hardware and software items for each year and the
financial data, which contains the pricing information for the required items. Cal-
culations follow a simple formula of multiplying each year’s required hardware items
and software licenses listed in the bill of material for the chosen architecture with the
corresponding prices from financial data. CAPEX is calculated on yearly basis and
the total network CAPEX is then calculated by summing each year’s costs together.
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Total CAPEX

Total cumulated CAPEX for the network architecture is therefore:

CAPEX =
i=5∑
i=0

(CBBM + CBBSW + CCHW + CCSW + CRFSW ) (5)

Where CBBM is the cost of BBM hardware , CBBSW is the cost of baseband
software, CCHW is the cost of cloud hardware, CCSW is the cost of cloud software
and CRFSW is the cost of RF software in year i.

4.3.2 OPEX calculations

OPEX includes energy cost, rental costs, baseband capacity upgrade costs, Opera-
tion and Maintenance (OAM) costs and hardware and software maintenance fees.
Calculating the OPEX for the network is done by using the bill of material from
network dimensioning, network configuration data and financial data. OPEX is cal-
culated for each of the architectures on yearly basis starting from year 1 and the
total cumulated OPEX for the network is retrieved by summing each year’s costs
together.

Energy cost

Network’s yearly energy cost is calculated by summing the total energy consumption
of BBM units and cloud servers. BBMs and cloud servers do not require any external
cooling equipment, therefore only their energy consumption is taken into account in
the calculations.

Yearly power consumed by the baseband processing hardware (Ptot) can be cal-
culated with:

Ptot =
∑
i

(Pi × ni) +
∑
j

(Pj × nj) (6)

Where i represents the total number of CAP, COM, and CBN units in the
network, j represents the total number of power consuming elements in cloud servers
(compute nodes, switches) and P is the power consumption of the BBM unit i or
cloud server hardware element j.

Yearly energy consumption (Etot) in kilowatt hours is therefore:

Etot =
Ptot

1000
× 24h× 365d (7)

Where Ptot is yearly power consumed by the baseband processing hardware.

Yearly energy cost (Cenergy) is then calculated with:

Cenergy = Etot × CkWh (8)

Where Etot is yearly energy consumed by the baseband processing hardware and
CkWh cost of energy per kWh.
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Site rental cost

Site rental costs consist of yearly cell tower rental cost for the radio hardware and
antennas, cell site floor rental cost per BBM cabinet in distributed architectures,
PoP floor rental cost per BBM cabinet in centralized architectures and data center
cabinet rental cost per server rack in Cloud RAN architectures.

Yearly site rental cost for the network can be calculated with:

Crent = Rtower × nRAP +RBBsite × nDcab +RBBPoP × nCcab +RDC × nrack (9)

Where R represents the rental costs for the cell tower, cell site floor space rental
cost per cabinet, PoP floor space rental cost per cabinet and data center rental
cost per server rack. And n represents the number of cell sites/radio towers, BBM
cabinets in D-RAN configuration, BBM cabinets in C-RAN configuration and the
number of server racks in the network.

Baseband capacity upgrade cost

Baseband capacity upgrade costs consists of baseband processing hardware instal-
lation costs at cell sites and PoPs. New equipment is required to be installed each
year, when the network traffic is expected to exceed the current capacity of the
baseband processing hardware. Installation costs are assumed to be less at C-RAN
PoPs due to centralization. Installing new hardware at fewer locations decreases the
cost of traveling to different locations and reduces the hardware installation time.

Total baseband capacity upgrade cost for the network per year is:

CBBup = UD−up × nD−BBM + UC−up × nC−BBM + UDC−up × nserver (10)

Where U represents the baseband capacity upgrade cost for D-RAN sites, C-
RAN PoPs and data centers. And n represents the number of new BBM units
required to be installed to D-RAN sites, PoPs and new cloud servers required to be
installed at data centers.

Operation and Maintenance cost

Operation and Maintenance (OAM) costs consists of network trouble management,
preventive maintenance, performance optimization, capacity analysis and planning
and software release upgrades. OAM costs are very unique and differ depending
on the MNO’s operations and maintenance processes. The OAM costs used in the
model are cell site specific estimations for D-RAN, C-RAN, Cloud D-RAN and Cloud
C-RAN provided by Nokia Bell Labs study.

Hardware and software maintenance fee

Hardware and software maintenance fees are calculated as fixed percentages of the
total cumulated CAPEX spent on hardware and software each year.
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Total OPEX

Total cumulated OPEX for the network architecture is therefore:

OPEX =
i=5∑
i=i

(Cenergy + Crent + CBBup + COAM + Cmaint) (11)

Where Cenergy is the energy cost, Crent is the rental cost, CBBup is the base-
band capacity upgrade cost, COAM is the OAM cost and Cmaint is the hardware and
software maintenance cost in year i.

4.3.3 Total Cost of Ownership

Finally, the Cloud RAN TCO model combines the results from CAPEX and OPEX
calculations for each of the architectures to solve and compare the TCO figures. The
results given by the Cloud RAN TCO model can be used to understand in which
scenarios Cloud RAN could be more economical and what are the cost effects to
MNOs using the Cloud RAN and companies offering the solution.
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5 Analysis
This chapter features an example cost modeling case for Operator A using the Cloud
RAN TCO modeling tool to analyze costs of different architectures. The example
case is based on data given by a mobile network Operator A. The modeling is done for
5-year period, where year 0 represents the initial state of the network in the model.
Operator A has an existing Radio Access Network using the D-RAN architecture
in year 0, which is then either kept as D-RAN or transformed to C-RAN, Cloud
D-RAN or Cloud C-RAN. Each option is evaluated in terms of TCO in the 5-year
period to solve what is the most economical RAN architecture.

This chapter will first introduce the assumed inputs from the Operator A’s net-
work deployment, that were used for the modeling and feature the cost assumptions
for the case. The C-plane traffic growth forecast plays a significant role in the success
of the Cloud RAN solutions. Therefore, two different scenarios are created based on
the expectations of the C-plane traffic growth, which are the low and high C-plane
traffic growth scenarios. The four architectures are then compared and analyzed in
terms of costs, required hardware and energy consumption in both scenarios.

5.1 Inputs and Assumptions

5.1.1 Network configuration

Operator A’s network configuration is shown in the figure 24. Total number of cell
sites consisting of radio functionalities is the same in all RAN architectures and
the number is expected to increase from 2762 to 6158. Both C-RAN and Cloud C-
RAN architectures are gradually centralized from the year 0’s D-RAN architecture.
Baseband processing is being transitioned from cell sites to C-RAN PoPs and data
centers and the number of C-RAN PoPs and data centers will be increased from 0
to 10. Current Cloud RAN solutions were also assumed to be able support 96 cells
per VNF.
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Figure 24: Network configuration for operator A.

5.1.2 Cell site configuration

Cell configuration affects the cell connectivity requirements in the network dimen-
sioning. Adding more cells to cell sites, upgrading to higher bandwidth and MIMO
will require more resources from the baseband processing hardware. Operator A’s
cell site cell configuration consists of FDD type 5/10 MHz 2x2 MIMO, 5/10 MHz
4x4 and 15/20 MHz 4x4 MIMO cells. The cell configuration over the 5-year period
is shown in the figure 25, where in the year 0 cell sites consists of nine 5/10 MHz
2x2 cells and during the years more cells are added and some are replaced by cells
with higher bandwidth and MIMO.
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Figure 25: Operator A’s cell configuration on cell sites.

Busy hour throughput and cell site data volume affect the cloud server dimen-
sioning and the required software licenses. Cell site busy hour throughput and daily
data volume is expected to follow the figure 26 for the five-year period. Busy hour
share of the traffic per day is expected to be 8 %, uplink share of the total through-
put is expected to grow from 10 % to 16 % and average busy hour throughput per
site is expected to grow from 9,20 Mbps to 14,80 Mbps.

Figure 26: Cell site throughput and data volume for operator A.

C-plane traffic affects the C-plane requirements in the network dimensioning
for both proprietary baseband hardware (BBMs) and COTS cloud hardware (cloud
servers). C-plane traffic growth is measured with two main parameters, which are
the maximum number of Connected User Equipment (CUE) per cell site and C-plane
traffic load per CUE. Maximum CUE per cell site measures the maximum number of
connected devices per cell site, which includes mobile phones, IoT sensors, connected
cars, etc. Maximum CUE per cell site is expected to grow according to figure 27.
C-plane traffic load per CUE measures the frequency of signaling messages sent by
these devices. C-plane traffic load per CUE is assumed to be 0,33 messages per
second (1 message in 3 seconds) and not to increase in the 5-year period.
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Figure 27: Operator A’s expected CUE per cell site traffic growth in the low and
high C-plane traffic growth scenarios.

5.1.3 Cost assumptions

The measurement scale used to compare the costs in TCO, CAPEX and OPEX is
using example units to show the differences between the costs and does not represent
any real-life currency. The following assumptions were made on the CAPEX and
OPEX costs.

– Pricing of RF and baseband software is assumed to be approximately the same
or more in Cloud RAN due to lower amount of baseband hardware needed in
the network and moving towards cloud based baseband processing.

– Rental costs for cell tower, cell site floor space for the baseband hardware, PoP
floor space rental and data center cabinet rental were estimates provided in
the example case. Operator A has its own data centers so data center cabinet
rental cost was set to zero.

– Capacity installation costs for installing new baseband capacity at D-RAN
sites is assumed to more expensive due to upgrades have to be made each site
separately, which will take more time and require more work.

– OAM costs for network trouble management, preventive maintenance, RF and
performance optimization, capacity analysis and planning and software release
upgrades are taken from Nokia Bell Labs study case to estimate the costs per
cell site in each architecture.
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5.2 Scenario Analysis

Based on the C-plane traffic growth expectations, two different traffic growth sce-
narios are evaluated for Operator A. In these two scenarios maximum CUE per cell
site determines the C-plane traffic growth, as the C-plane traffic load per CUE is
assumed to stay the same. This is due to the expectation that number of devices
will grow, but the signaling frequency of these devices is will stay the same in the
Operator A’s network.

Scenario 1 consists of the low C-plane traffic growth scenario (figure 27), where
the maximum number of CUE per cell site is assumed to increase from 300 to 998
with 25 % Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) between the years 0 and 5.
Expectation for scenario 1 is that Cloud RAN architectures will not be able to
leverage the advantage of better capacity scaling with low C-plane traffic growth to
achieve better TCO than bare-metal architectures.

Scenario 2 consists of the high C-plane traffic growth scenario (figure 27), where
the maximum number of CUE per cell site is assumed to increase from 300 to 3685
with 65 % CAGR between the years 0 and 5. Maximum number of CUE per site
growth is assumed to be slower in the first years and accelerate in the later years.
Expectation for scenario 2 is that Cloud RAN architectures are expected to offer
much better scaling for the traffic demand than the bare-metal architectures, thus
resulting into lower TCO.

5.2.1 Scenario 1 analysis

In the low C-plane traffic growth scenario, the C-RAN architecture turned out to be
the most economical architecture in terms of TCO (figure 28). Compared to D-RAN,
C-RAN achieved 13,6 % lower TCO, Cloud D-RAN 3,4 % higher TCO and Cloud
C-RAN 8,4 % lower TCO. Both, Cloud D-RAN and Cloud C-RAN architectures
failed to achieve better TCO than their corresponding bare-metal architectures and
in-fact Cloud D-RAN turned out the be the most expensive architecture.

The cost positions of the architectures were quite stable during the 5-year time
period (figure 29). During year 4, Cloud C-RAN became more economical than
D-RAN. C-RAN stayed as the most economical architecture and Cloud D-RAN as
the most expensive during the evaluated time period.
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Figure 28: Scenario 1 cumulative TCO in year 5 for the architectures.

Figure 29: Evolution of cumulative TCO for the architectures during the 5-year
period in scenario 1.

Baseband hardware and energy consumption

Determining the reasons why Cloud RAN architectures failed to achieve lowest TCO
in scenario 1 can be discovered by analyzing the required baseband processing hard-
ware between the architectures (figure 30). Comparing the corresponding bare-metal
architectures with the respected Cloud RAN architectures shows that the amount
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of BBMs is reduced only slightly, but new cloud servers have to be added to the
infrastructure.

Cloud C-RAN can utilize the baseband processing hardware much more effec-
tively than D-RAN. On the other hand, when comparing Cloud C-RAN to C-RAN,
the difference is not that big with the addition of cloud servers. Even though Cloud
RAN can leverage better pooling gains to utilize the hardware more efficiently, with
low C-plane traffic growth Cloud RAN is not able to take advantage of cloud hard-
ware’s better scaling for the C-plane traffic.

Figure 30: Scenario 1’s required baseband hardware by the different architectures
in year 5.

Studying the cumulative energy consumption of the baseband processing hard-
ware (figure 31) in the different architectures it can be noticed that C-RAN is also
the most ecological architecture in terms of energy consumption. COTS cloud hard-
ware has higher energy consumption than the proprietary hardware and due to only
minor difference in the required baseband processing hardware Cloud RAN is not
able to have better energy consumption than C-RAN.
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Figure 31: Cumulative energy consumption by the baseband processing hardware
in scenario 1.

CAPEX

Analyzing Scenario 1’s low C-plane traffic growth in terms of CAPEX (figure 32)
shows that C-RAN has the lowest CAPEX with 10,1 % lower costs than D-RAN.
C-RAN was able to achieve the lowest CAPEX, because it was able to reduce the
number of required BBMs without having to invest into additional cloud servers.
Both Cloud RAN architectures turned out to have higher CAPEX than D-RAN,
as Cloud D-RAN had 12,3 % and Cloud C-RAN had 2,1 % higher costs. In Cloud
RAN architectures, the addition of cloud servers and software was more expensive
than the savings in BBM hardware.
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Figure 32: Scenario 1’s cumulative CAPEX in the fifth year for the architectures.

OPEX

OPEX analysis of scenario 1 (figure 33) shows that C-RAN has the lowest costs
compared to D-RAN with 16,0 % lower OPEX. Cloud RAN architectures were also
able to achieve lower costs compared to D-RAN, as Cloud D-RAN had 3,2 % and
Cloud C-RAN had 16,1 % lower OPEX. C-RAN achieving the lowest OPEX really
shows the benefits of centralizing the baseband processing, as baseband capacity up-
grade costs and site rental costs are reduced significantly. Cloud RAN architectures
were also able to reduce costs, because of lower baseband capacity upgrade costs.
Moving the baseband processing to cloud servers reduces the baseband capacity up-
grade costs, as less site visits are required and the better scaling of cloud hardware
means baseband capacity upgrades are required less frequently.
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Figure 33: Scenario 1’s cumulative OPEX in the fifth year for the architectures.

5.2.2 Scenario 2 analysis

In the high C-plane traffic growth scenario, the Cloud C-RAN turned out the be
the most economical architecture in terms of TCO (figure 34). Compared to D-
RAN, C-RAN achieved 6,6 % lower TCO, Cloud D-RAN 10,3 % lower TCO and
Cloud C-RAN 19,0 % lower TCO. In the high C-plane traffic growth scenario, the
Cloud RAN architectures were able to achieve lower TCO than their corresponding
bare-metal architectures.

The cost position of the architectures during the 5-year time period can be seen
in figure 29. There were no significant differences between the costs until year 4,
when the CUE per site growth starts to accelerate, which causes the costs in bare-
metal architectures to rise more rapidly than in Cloud RAN architectures. Due to
this, Cloud D-RAN is able become more economical than C-RAN and Cloud C-RAN
becomes clearly the most economical architecture.
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Figure 34: Scenario 2 cumulative TCO in year 5 for the architectures.

Figure 35: Evolution of cumulative TCO for the architectures during the 5-year
period in scenario 2.

Baseband hardware and energy consumption

Explanation for Cloud RAN’s success in the scenario 2 can be found by analyzing
the required baseband processing hardware between the architectures (figure 36).
Comparing the corresponding bare-metal architectures with the respected Cloud
RAN architectures shows that scaling of the cloud servers is much better than the
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proprietary BBM units in the high C-plane traffic growth scenario. When comparing
Cloud RAN architectures to D-RAN, Cloud D-RAN can reduce the required BBM
units by 50 % and Cloud C-RAN can reduce the amount of required BBM units by
60-80 %. Cloud RAN’s ability to leverage pooling gains in the network dimensioning
and more rapidly growing C-plane traffic allows Cloud RAN to fully take advantage
of better hardware scaling for the C-plane traffic.

Figure 36: Scenario 2’s required baseband hardware by the different architectures
in year 5.

Studying the cumulative energy consumption of the baseband processing hard-
ware in the different architectures (figure 37) shows that Cloud C-RAN is the most
ecological architecture in terms of energy consumption. Even though the cloud hard-
ware consumes more energy than the proprietary BBM units, the difference in the
total required baseband processing hardware is so significant that Cloud D-RAN
can achieve 20 % lower energy consumption and Cloud C-RAN 40 % lower energy
consumption.
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Figure 37: Cumulative energy consumption by the baseband processing hardware
in scenario 2.

CAPEX

Analyzing Scenario 2’s high C-plane traffic growth in terms of CAPEX (figure 38)
shows that Cloud C-RAN had the lowest CAPEX with 14,6 % lower costs than D-
RAN. Followed by Cloud D-RAN with 9,5 % and C-RAN with 1,8 % lower CAPEX
than D-RAN. Cloud RAN architectures were able to achieve larger CAPEX savings
due to cloud hardware’s better scaling. Increasing the network’s C-plane traffic
capacity is much more economical with cloud hardware than with BBMs in scenario
2 as the savings in BBM units is enough to offset the costs caused by the addition
of cloud servers and software.
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Figure 38: Scenario 2’s cumulative CAPEX in the fifth year for the architectures.

OPEX

OPEX analysis of scenario 2 (figure 39) shows that Cloud C-RAN had the lowest
costs compared to D-RAN with 25,2 % lower OPEX. C-RAN was able to lower the
OPEX by 13,4 % and Cloud D-RAN by 11,5 % compared to D-RAN. Cloud C-RAN
achieving the lowest OPEX shows the benefits of virtualizing and centralizing the
baseband processing in high C-plane traffic growth scenario. Cloud C-RAN was
able to lower costs in almost all areas except having higher software maintenance
fee due to more expensive software in Cloud RAN. Baseband capacity upgrade
costs, rental costs and energy costs were reduced in C-RAN, Cloud D-RAN and in
Cloud C-RAN compared to D-RAN. This was due to less required hardware and
the addition of cloud servers did not increase the costs significantly in Cloud RAN
architectures. Cloud D-RAN was not able to surpass C-RAN with lower OPEX,
because the distributed architecture turned out to be more expensive in terms of
OAM costs, baseband capacity upgrade costs and rental costs.
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Figure 39: Scenario 2’s cumulative OPEX in the fifth year for the architectures.
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6 Conclusions

6.1 Results

Results of the scenario 1 show that the Cloud RAN architectures are not the best
options in terms of costs with low C-plane traffic growth, which was expected. Cloud
D-RAN turned out to be even more expensive than the current D-RAN architecture.
On the other hand, Cloud C-RAN was able to offer lower TCO compared to D-RAN,
but it was not able to achieve better results than the bare-metal C-RAN. With low
C-plane traffic growth, Cloud RAN was not able to leverage the benefits of bet-
ter hardware scaling for the C-plane traffic. Therefore the benefits of Cloud RAN’s
baseband processing could not offset the cost of adding cloud servers to the architec-
ture. Scenario 1’s 25 % CAGR for CUE per cell site is moderate expectation for the
growth rate of devices as technologies such as IoT is still on the horizon. Therefore,
when considering only costs, moving to Cloud RAN architecture is questionable.

Results for the scenario 2 show that the Cloud RAN architectures turned out
to be the most economical solutions with high C-plane traffic growth expectation.
Cloud RAN architectures were able to achieve much better scaling for traffic growth
than the bare-metal architectures, which lead to lower costs in CAPEX and OPEX.
Due to better hardware utilization, Cloud RAN was also able to achieve much lower
energy consumption and proving the capability to offer eco-friendlier RAN. Scenario
2’s 65 % CAGR for CUE per cell site is high expectation for the growth rate, but it
can be realistic in the future. The number of connected devices is rising constantly
and with the forthcoming of IoT the number of connected devices can increase
rapidly. In terms of costs, moving to Cloud RAN can offer clear benefits with high
C-plane traffic growth.

Breakeven points were also identified through iterative process for Operator A, to
solve when Cloud RAN architectures become more economical than its correspond-
ing bare-metal architectures. For Cloud D-RAN the breakeven point was discovered
at 59 % and for Cloud C-RAN it was discovered at 46 % CAGR CUE per cell site.
At these breakeven points in the network dimensioning, the C-plane traffic becomes
a limiting factor instead of the cell connectivity. This then allows the more eco-
nomical scaling of COTS cloud servers over the proprietary BBMs in Cloud RAN.
Results of the cost modeling indicate that moving to cloud based architecture can
offer lower costs, when the C-plane traffic is expected to have relatively high growth.

6.2 Assessment of Results

Results of the cost modeling were mostly affected by the C-plane traffic growth and
the cell configuration on sites. In the network dimensioning, the C-plane traffic and
the cell connectivity requirements determine the amount of baseband processing
hardware required in the network. When the C-plane traffic becomes the dominant
parameter in the dimensioning, Cloud RAN offers better scaling for the C-plane
traffic. In this model the C-plane traffic was modeled with CUE per cell site and
C-plane load per CUE. Therefore increasing or decreasing these input parameters
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changes the output of the model the most.

6.3 Exploitation of Results

Cloud RAN’s cost benefits for MNOs are currently dependent on the C-plane traffic
growth expectation. Analyzing Cloud RAN in terms of costs is just one perspective
for studying all the potential benefits. It does not take into account how Cloud
RAN’s benefits such as shorter time to market for new software features, improved
Quality-of-Experience or new revenue opportunities can affect the business benefits.

Some might argue that there is no need to invest into developing the RAN
until the IoT, M2M communications and AR/VR applications are overwhelming
the current network. However, playing catch-up in highly competitive marketplace
is risky and applications such as Pokémon GO have already emerged, which can
put the current RAN under heavy pressure. Investing into the RAN to meet the
demands of these new generation applications can also speed-up the application
development and end-user adoption. The development of 3G and 4G networks to
offer better Quality-of-Service with higher bandwidth and lower latency was one of
the reasons why the popularity of mobile applications has exploded. The same thing
can happen with these new generation applications if the underlying infrastructure
is capable to meet their demands.

For the Network Equipment Providers (NEPs) Cloud RAN threatens to canni-
balize the sales of their hardware business. With Cloud RAN, MNOs will require
less of the proprietary baseband hardware and they are free to buy the COTS cloud
servers from anywhere. Cloud RAN architecture moves the business away from be-
ing hardware focused towards software focused business. The future RAN solutions
will most likely be mixture of different architectures consisting of D-RAN, C-RAN
and Cloud RAN working together in different areas. Therefore, the NEPs hardware
business will not disappear, but it is reasonable to expect that the revenues will
shrink.

Solution for NEPs to maintain the same or higher revenue while offering Cloud
RAN would require them to move towards more software focused business model and
gain more revenue through the software business. This could be achieved by raising
the price of the software offered with Cloud RAN or by innovating new additional
proprietary software features and services that MNOs would want to buy. Raising
the price of software is probably the easiest solution, but it might be challenging to
justify why MNOs should suddenly need to pay more for their software. On the other
hand, innovating new proprietary software features and services in Cloud RAN can
potentially offer higher revenues, while giving value for the MNOs at the same time.
These new features and services could offer benefits such as lower OAM, energy and
baseband capacity upgrade costs to reduce the MNOs OPEX. However, innovating
new software features and services is never an easy task. Focusing on lowering the
MNO’s OPEX with Cloud RAN is more attractive than offering CAPEX benefits
for NEPs since then Cloud RAN would not be cannibalizing their own hardware
revenues.

Cloud RAN will also affect businesses that will be using digital platforms, mobile
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applications and IoT devices through the mobile network as part of their business.
Laying the foundation for MEC, massive IoT and M2M communication with higher
bandwidth, lower latency and available computing resources on the mobile edge
Cloud RAN has the potential to accelerate innovation and development of new
services, applications and products. These third party applications and services
play critical role in creating a market pull for the Cloud RAN. Interacting and co-
operating with different businesses to develop new applications and services that
are made possible by the Cloud RAN can help to create a demand, which will then
push MNOs to invest into Cloud RAN.

6.4 Future research

The cost modeling of Cloud RAN in this thesis provides an approximation of costs
between the different architectures, which then can be used to understand Cloud
RAN’s value proposition. The model focuses on analyzing the costs and TCO of
the different architectures, which is just one perspective for analyzing Cloud RAN’s
possible benefits. It leaves out other value adding features such as better QoS for the
users and new possible revenue sources that can come with Cloud RAN deployment.
The model also does not consider transport costs for renting or building a fiber
network for the Cloud RAN, which were left out due to the costs being really MNO
and region specific. Future work on understanding Cloud RAN’s value proposition
could include research on how these things affect the costs and what possible new
revenue sources could be realized in Cloud RAN.
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